
6 HYDATID CYST OF THK TAll. OF THE PANCREAS.
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efficient drainage. Where it is possible to do so the cvst wallshould be stitched to the edges W the external wourTat thetime the incisi-m is made, great care being observed to prevent^pe of the cyst contents into the peritoneum or pleura.Where a cyst in he abdomen is .so situated that its wall cannotbe brought up to the anterior abdominal wall, one of twocourses may be followed: (1) The oeration may be done intwo .stages. a.septic gauze being packe.i at the time of the first
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In regard to the treatment of cyst of the pancreas, it seems
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^^'^ principles of surgery to approach it fromthe front if it can possibly be reached from behind. The pan-creas IS essentially a retro-peritoneal organ, and since in its
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anterior abdominal wall by crowding the stomach upwardsand the tran.sverse colon downward, to reach it by a transperi-
toneal route involves dividing the peritoneum four times ^vizthe parietal layer, two layers of the gastro-colic omentum;and the layer covering the cy.st.
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Moreover it is ea,sy and safe, by blunt di.ssection, to raise theperitoneum from the kidney and posterior wall of the abdomen,and I submit that any cyst of the panc-eas which can bepalpated from behind, or even/ro»i the .ide, can be opened anddrained more effective y and more safely by that route thanby the transperitoneal route. The difficulty would perhaps
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